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YOU ARE

A Security Analyst  and you just
received an email forwarded by
one of your company’s employees,
who claims the email and the
attachment inside look sketchy.
You proceed to analyze the email
and its contents using AEGIS™ to
verify your growing suspicions.



1You decide to search for
sender’s email address,
checking if it has been
previously connected to any
suspicious activities. 

SALES@INITIUMENGINEERING.COM



2 After expanding the details
about the indicator, you
immediately discover an
existing confident association
with an ongoing phishing
campaign.

SMELLS PHISHY



 

3 Upon examining the details of
the phishing campaign, you
find another 5 indicators,
including SHA256 file hashes,
another email address and
related IPv4 addresses.

NEW INTELLIGENCE

You proceed to block any traffic to and from detected IPv4 addresses, as well as blacklist both email addresses. You then scan
organization's logs for hashes obtained from AEGIS™ to check for existing malicious files on user endpoints and update the
antivirus database and IDS/IPS rules, if needed. Finally, you send out a phishing alert, preventing or containing an incident.



4 Taking a closer look at the
hash, you also discover a
related vulnerability, which
helps identify the course of
action to mitigate the
problem's root cause.

ELIMINATING THE ROOT CAUSE



OUTCOMES

Early incident containment and eradication
due to centralized IoCs and campaign info.

Relevant vulnerability identified and
remediated, eliminating further risk.

Straightforward reporting due to export
features and associated external reports.



Our analysts are
happy to work with

you 24/7 and will
help you get the

maximum benefit
out of the platform
through training,

support, crisis
simulation and even

incident response
assistance.

EFFICIENT
INCIDENT

TRIAGE

Indicators, reports,
campaigns, threat

actors, forensic
graph analytics and

scenario analysis - all
of this and more in
one place, allowing

you to make AEGIS™
your top threat
management

platform.

ONE STOP SHOP
FOR YOUR CTI

NEEDS

AEGIS™ receives a
constant feed of
open and closed

collection sources,
processing over 1000

data points per
second. With an

evolving landscape,
AEGIS™ is built to

evolve with the
threats we face.

NEAR 
REAL TIME
UPDATES

Everything in
AEGIS™ is

connected through
dynamic

relationships,
allowing you to

grasp the full picture
immediately and

respond to an
incident in a fast and

efficient manner.

HOLISTIC
THREAT

IDENTIFICATION

ENABLING SECURITY OPS
Whether your organization has a Security Operations Centre setup already, or is starting a cyber threat
management component from scratch, AEGIS™ provides a cost-effective centralized threat intelligence
management solution, multiplying the efficiency of your security team with great ROI.
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